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Holy Pleistocene Batman, the 

answer's in the cave! 

April 25, 2019 
James Cook University  

in Science Daily 
(https://www.sciencedaily.com/releas

es/2019/04/190425073625.htm) 
 
Let's say you wanted to solve a       
20,000-year-old mystery, where   
would you start? Perhaps    
archaeology and geology come to     
mind. Or, you could sift through a       
3-metre pile of bat faeces. 

Researchers from James Cook    
University in Cairns, Australia, chose     
the bat poo in their quest to answer to         
a long-standing question: why is     
there some much biodiversity on the      
islands of Sumatra, Borneo and Java,      
when not so long ago (geologically      
speaking) they were all part of one       
vast continent? 

One theory has been that the former       
continent (Sundaland) was dissected    
by a savanna corridor. "That might      
explain why Sumatra and Borneo     
each have their own species of      
orang-utan, even though they were     
linked by land for millions of years,"       
Dr Chris Wurster said. "The corridor      
would have divided the two separate      
rainforest refuges, as the sea does      
now." 

The corridor theory has been boosted      
by millions of insect-eating bats,     
which have gathered evidence about     
the landscape over millennia and     
deposited it in layers in their caves. 

"Bat poo is highly informative, and      
especially so in the tropics, where the       
climate can make some of the more       
traditional modes of investigation    
less available," Dr Wurster said. 

A three-metre pile of bat faeces at       

Salah Cave in Borneo gave the      
researchers a 40,000-year-old record    
composed of insect skeletons. 

"We can't tell what insects the bats       
were eating throughout that time,     
because they're in tiny fragments, but      
we can read the chemistry," Dr      
Wurster said. 

"Eating insects that have been     
feeding on tropical grasses results in      
faeces with a characteristic chemical     
imprint. It's quite different from the      
result you'd get from eating insects      
that fed on tropical trees." 

According to the bat record the      
landscape around Saleh Cave (now     
featuring lush rainforest) was once     
dominated by tropical grasses. 

"Combined with other cave studies in      
the region, this leads us to support       
the corridor theory, and also gives us       
some confidence as to the extent of       
the corridor," Dr Wurster said. 

The corridor could also shed light on       
human pre-history. 

"A savanna corridor, which would be      
much more easily traversed than     
rainforest, might help to explain how      
people moved relatively quickly    
through this region and on to      
Australia and New Guinea." 

'Savanna in equatorial Borneo during     
the late Pleistocene' is published in      
the latest edition of Scientific     
Reports. 

Dr Chris Wurster is a Senior      
Research Associate at James Cook     
University, specialising in stable    
isotope geochemistry. 
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Another Tumbling Rock Trip 
March 2019 

By Harold Calvert 

What can you say about Tumbling      
Rock that has not already been said       
many times over? 

But it is always a thrill when you get         
to take new people to the cave, which        
makes it worth it to go back time        
after time. 

The grotto has two new members,      
Jerremy and Melanie. They had only      
been to tourist caves, but were very       
interested in going to wild caves, and       
learning techniques used. 

After their first trip with us to Cedar        
Ridge, they were ready to do      
something a little more challenging. 

I told them about Tumbling Rock,      
and how easy it was, getting      
progressively harder as you go     
further back. Maybe “easy” is a term       
loosely used, depending on    
experience. 

For some of us that have been caving        
for many years, it is a cake walk. For         
new people, not as much.  

It is an easy cave, but physical also.        
It will give you a workout, especially       
if you have never used those      
particular sets of muscles in that      
manner. 

They quickly found this out.  

We made our way to the King’s       
Shower, then turned to exit. I didn't       
want to tire them out to the point of         
exhaustion, this makes it difficult to      
get out. Things are harder the more       
tired you get. 

The shower was pumping strong this      
day, there were heavy storms in the       
area. 

That also made the water in the cave        
deeper in areas. As we got to the        
entrance of the cave, the roadside      

was flooded, it had rained several      
inches while we were in the cave. 

Our new cavers thoroughly enjoyed     
the trip. But they will be sore for a         
few days. In a few days that will        
subside, and they will be eagerly      
awaiting the next trip.  

Anybody want to go caving? [Op ed:       
For the answer, read on…] 

 

Yes! On Another Tumbling Rock 
Trip! 

April 27, 2019 
Photos by Matt Smith 

 

 

 
 

 

Spring Training! 
April 6, 2019 

By Harold Calvert 
Photos by Scott Murphy 

Montgomery Grotto has a    
requirement that everyone should    
attend at least one practice per year.       
To fulfill this requirement, this     
month’s trip was a vertical practice      
day at Palisades, led by experienced      
members of the Cullman and     
Montgomery Grottoes. 

It was a nice, warm, sunny day for        
our practice, and was a welcome      
change to the wet and cold weather       
we had been having.  

Many of us got there at 9am to start         
rigging ropes. We needed several     
ropes side by side to assist new       
grotto members that were learning to      
rappel and climb. 

There is an easy spot in the park to         
train new people, the rope comes      
down from a higher ledge to right in        
front of you. All you have to do is         
reach out and grab a rope and rig in,         
turn around, and step off. [Op      

ed-Sometimes easier said than done!]     
No lip or undercut to worry about.       
The drop from here is 40 feet down        
an 80 degree slope. Just enough to       
have your feet on the wall all the way         
down if you wish, or bounce off for        
some fun rappels. 
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It’s about as easy as it gets to rappel,         
but the climb against the wall gives       
some people problems, especially if     
frogging. 

Once the ropes were rigged, we      
suited up some new members and      
sent them down a few times.      
Everyone that went for the first time       
did good on the rappel. Most did       
decent on the climb, but it is a        
learning process to efficiently climb     
with a rope walker. We use a rope        
walker with a chest roller and a       
bungee cord to pull up the foot       
ascenders. It takes some practice to      
get the rhythm and technique     
perfected. 

 

 
 
 
But when you do, it’s the easiest and        
most efficient method to climb long      
ropes. 
Most of the veteran grotto members      
also got in a few rappels and climbs,        
also some changeovers. 

 
It was a good day to be on rope.  
And with that I will say, 

"Let us go down from this place". 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Minutes of the Meeting of 
the Cullman Grotto of the 

National Speleological 
Society 

Monday, April 1, 2019 
 
The regular monthly meeting of the      
Cullman Grotto of the National     
Speleological Society was called to     
order on Monday, April 1st, 2019, at       
7:40 pm By Harold Calvert,     
chairmen. 
Seven were present. 

 
The minutes from the previous     
meeting were read. Motion was made      
to accept the minutes as read and       
seconded. The motion was approved     
to accept the minutes as read. 
 
The treasurer’s report was given. 
 
The editor asks for anything that can       
be used for the Flowstone. 
 
The webmaster, librarian ,and vice     
chair had nothing to discuss at this       
time. 
 
Announcements 
SERA is May 2 to May 5 , at Union          
Grove Al, see Huntsville grotto for      
details. 
NSS Convention is June 17 to 21 in        
Cookville Tenn. 
 
Old business 
The grotto 25th anniversary reunion     
will be Saturday, June 8th, at      
Palisades park in Oneonta, 3pm, in      
the Amelia Porter center. 
Everyone bring a covered dish, invite      
all past and present grotto members. 
The park opens at 9, some of us will         
be there at 9 to rig some ropes to play          
around on , bring gear and show up        
early if you want to hang out. 
 
New business 
Anniversary shirts were discussed. 
 
This months trip will be to Palisades       
for a vertical practice day. This is a        
joint effort with Montgomery grotto. 
  
Trip reports were given. 
 
Program was presented by Kuenn     
Drake 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 9 pm. 
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